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Liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) has recently emerged
as a foundational mechanism for order and regulation in bi-
ology. However, a quantitative molecular grammar of protein
sequences underlying LLPS remains unclear. The comprehen-
sive databases and associated computational infrastructure for
biophysical and statistical analysis can enable rapid progress
in the field. Therefore, we have created a novel open-source
web platform named BIAPSS (BioInformatic Analysis of liquid-
liquid Phase-Separating protein Sequences) which offers the
users interactive data analytic tools for facilitating the discov-
ery of statistically significant sequence signals for proteins with
LLPS behavior. Availability: BIAPSS is freely available on-
line at https://biapss.chem.iastate.edu/. Website is implemented
within the Python framework using HTML, CSS, and Plotly-
Dash graphing libraries, with all the major browsers supported
including the mobile device accessibility.
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Introduction

In the past few years, LLPS of biomolecules has become
a universal language for interpreting intracellular signaling,
compartmentalization, and regulation (1–5). The ability to
phase separate appears to be encoded primarily in the protein
sequences, frequently containing disordered and low com-
plexity domains, which are enriched in charged and multi-
valent interaction centers (6–8). Nevertheless, the quanti-
tative aspects of how amino acids encode and decode the
phase separation remain largely unknown (9–11). This is be-
cause many different combinations of relevant interactions
seem to be contributing to phase separation without any-
one being universally necessary (12). So far, however, with
a few exceptions (13–16) mostly case by case studies of
different sequences are performed, with the broader context
of many findings, including their statistical significance re-
maining unknown. To this end, we have developed a web
framework BIAPSS: BioInformatic Analysis of liquid-liquid
Phase-Separating protein Sequences. The objective of BI-
APSS is to enable a rapid and on-the-fly deep statistical anal-
ysis of LLPS-driver proteins using the pool of sequences with
empirically confirmed phase behavior.

Implementation
The back-end processing pipeline of BIAPSS is implemented
in a Python framework, where in-house developed algorithms
parse pre-computed data and perform on-the-fly analysis.
The basic front-end user interface of the BIAPSS web plat-
form is implemented with HTML5, CSS, JavaScript, and
Bootstrap components which support the responsiveness and
mobile-accessibility of the website. Specifically, our cross-
platform framework is adjusted to be run on multiple operat-
ing systems and popular browsers. Modern display-layer so-
lutions improve user experience by enabling smooth loading
of contents, page transitions, and accompanying an in-depth
presentation of the results. For instance, we included a light-
box slideshow with a brief overview of the features, collapsed
menu, and modal images of quick guide within individual
applications, side navigation, and more. Interactive graph
plotting and data visualization accessible through web ap-
plications in SingleSEQ and MultiSEQ tabs were developed
with the Plotly-Dash (17) browser-based graphing libraries
for Python which create a user-responsive environment and
follow remote, customized instructions. Thanks to the inter-
active interface users can go directly from exploratory analyt-
ics to the creation of publication-ready high-quality images.

Results
BIAPSS is designed as a user-friendly web platform that is
billing itself as a central resource for systematic and stan-
dardized statistical analysis of biophysical characteristics of
known LLPS sequences. The web service provides users
with (i) a database of the superset of experimentally evi-
denced LLPS-driver protein sequences, (ii) a repository of
pre-computed bioinformatics and statistics data, and (iii) two
sets of web applications supporting the interactive analysis
and visualization of physicochemical and biomolecular char-
acteristics of LLPS proteins. The initial LLPS sequence
set leverages the data from manually curated primary LLPS
databases, namely PhaSePro (15) and LLPSDB (16). Given
that the number of experimentally confirmed LLPS driver
proteins is constantly growing, the BIAPSS pre-computed
repository is updated annually and released to the public,
which significantly saves the users time eliminating the need
for exhaustive in-house calculations. The apps integrate the
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results from our extensive studies, described in more detail
elsewhere (). One of the aims of BIAPSS is to get an in-
sight into the overall characteristics of the sufficient non-
redundant set of LLPS-driver protein sequences. The com-
parison to benchmarks of various protein groups enables sta-
tistical inference of specific phase-separating affinities. Fur-
thermore, the residue-resolution biophysical regularities in-
ferred from BIAPSS will help not only to accurately iden-
tify regions prone to phase separation but also to design se-
quence modifications targeting various biomedical applica-
tions. The extended Cross-References section is designed
as a central navigation hub for researchers for keeping track
of the corresponding entries in the primary LLPS databases
along with the other external resources relevant to the phase
separation field. Since many users usually have specific sin-
gle sequences of interest (natural or designed) our future ef-
forts will be directed towards the creation of an upload sec-
tion for parse user-defined cases and compare them with the
benchmark of known LLPS-driver proteins.

The layout and main functionalities of BIAPSS services are
summarized in the Figure 1. The general outline of the plat-
form is designed to provide clarity and intuitive navigation
by avoiding the excess of permanently visible information.
Due to the multitude of analyses, available to meet the needs
of a diverse audience of scientists, the extensive content of
BIAPSS has been divided into 5 main tabs. The Home tab
is a place where the user gets a high-level overview of the
features of BIAPSS services. Next comes the SingleSEQ tab
which is dedicated to the exploration of individual LLPS se-
quence characteristics. Besides a case summary and cross-
reference section, there are multiple web applications dedi-
cated to the in-depth analysis of biomolecular features, such
as sequence conservation with multiple sequence alignment
(MSA) (18), various sequence-based predictions by the state-
of-the-art methods for secondary structure (18–23), solvent
accessibility (22–24), structural disorder (22, 25–29), con-
tact maps (22, 27, 29), and uniquely proposed detection of
numerous short linear motifs (SliMs) (30–34) recently high-
lighted as key regions for driving the LLPS (35). The Multi-
SEQ tab provides the user with a set of web applications for
a broad array of statistics on a superset of LLPS sequences.
One may there investigate the regularities and trends specific
only for disordered regions, such as amino acid (AA) compo-
sition, including AA diversity or regions rich in a given AA,
general physicochemical patterns of polarity, hydrophobic-
ity, the distribution of aromatic or charged residues, includ-
ing not only the overall net charge but also charge decora-
tion parameters that emerged as a relevant factor for electro-
static interactions of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs)
(36), and more. Also, a deeper focus on the general fre-
quency of particular short linear motifs, including LARKS
(31), GARs (32), ELMs (30), and steric zippers (34), as well
as pioneering identification of specific n-mers, can bring new
perspectives in the field. The Download tab facilitates access-
ing the BIAPSS repository. The available data includes raw
predictions pre-calculated using the well-established tools as
well as the findings of our deep statistical analysis. For the

Fig. 1. The overall layout of BIAPSS web platform (https://biapss.chem.iastate.edu/)
for comprehensive sequence-based analysis of LLPS proteins. The core of the
implemented web applications and data repository is contained in the SingleSEQ,
MultiSEQ, and Download tabs.

convenience of users, we have unified and integrated the pre-
processed results into a standardized CSV format accompa-
nied with intuitive descriptors to facilitate reuse and, specif-
ically, allows the researcher to implement the pre-computed
data directly or carry out further analysis. Finally, in the Docs
tab, the user can follow the detailed data-analytic workflow
and learn more about used tools with corresponding refer-
ences to the original literature. The documentation also in-
cludes an easy-to-use tutorial dedicated to individual web
applications, where all of the features are presented graph-
ically with detailed descriptions (see also the user’s manual
attached in the Supplementary information).
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